Image recommendation plays an important role for exploring user potential interests in largescale image sharing websites (e.g., Flickr and Instagram). Social relationships have been exploited to learn user preference, and shown their effectiveness. We argue that their performance improvement tends to be limited, as most existing approaches only consider the side of social influence from friends to a user. However, social influence is reciprocal per se as the preference of friends will be also influenced by the user herself. In this paper, we propose a deep neural network for image recommendation (dubbed RSIM) by leveraging reciprocal social influence, and optimize the preferences of users and friends simultaneously. Specifically, we split images into three types: positive image by an active user, social image by her social friends, and negative image by neither of them. We contend that a user prefers positive image to social image, which is in turn better than negative image for relative preference learning. Two neural networks are designed to capture user and image representations by tags and visual features, respectively. The proposed model is evaluated on a real dataset crawled from Flickr. The experimental results show that better performance can be reached than the state-of-the-art social image recommendation models in terms of precision.
I. INTRODUCTION
Photo sharing has become an important interactive manner for active users to build and retain social connections or relationships with like-minded users in some social applications, such as Flickr 1 and Instagram. 2 However, due to the large volume of shared pictures, it has been becoming more and more challenging to locate images of interest, which is wellknown as the issue of information overload. Recommender systems are such a toolkit to automatically generate effective and personalized image recommendations that well suit user preferences. As the most prevalent approach, Collaborative Filtering (CF) [17] suffers from two critical issues when being applied to the task of image sharing and recommendations. Firstly, users only interact with (e.g., tagging) a very small portion of the whole image set, which causes the difficulty in learning user preference due to lack of user feedback, a.k.a., the data sparsity problem. Secondly, collaborative filtering The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was An-An Liu.
1 https://www.flickr.com/ 2 http://www.instagram.com/ merely relies on the interactions between users and items, and ignores the visual contents of images which is a valuable source of information to learn item representations. To resolve the above problems, additional information has been taken into account to build a better ranking estimation as well as recommendation performance. Trust-aware recommender systems [4] , [15] have been well studied in the last decades, proving the usefulness of social relations in handling the concerned issues. The underlying assumption is that friends preference will influence users on decision making. However, most social recommenders [21] only consider one side of social influence, i.e., the influence from social friends to active users, but ignore the reciprocity of social influence, that is, the influence from active users to social friends. Meanwhile, social recommenders often do not provide the incorporation of image contents. As a result, these issues will limit the performance improvement of collaborative filtering and item recommendation to some extent.
In this paper, we construct a deep neural model for better recommendation (called RSIM) by leveraging the reciprocity of social influence, i.e., by considering both the impact of social friends on active users, but also that of active users on FIGURE 1. The yellow circle u and v are users on social connections. The red circle denotes images which i 3 is tagged by u (i.e., positive image) and i 1 is tagged by v (i.e., social image). In particular, i − indicates the images that not tagged by users and corresponding friends (i.e., negative images). The distance D(u, i ) of two entities represents user u's preference towards image i . social friends for preference learning. Specifically, we firstly classify images into three categories: positive images (those tagged by user itself), social images (merely tagged by social friends) and negative images (tagged by neither social friends nor users). The key of our model is to establish a reciprocal user-social preference relationship, which is beneficial to form a more stable preference relationship with the images. As Figure 1 depicts, a pair of user (u, v) is linked by some social connection, which implies they generally share similar preferences, yet differ to some extent. The basic idea of this paper is that user u will prefer positive image i 3 to social image i 1 , both of which are greater than the preference on negative image i − . Reciprocally, for social friend v, she will prefer positive image i 1 to social image i 3 , both of which are ranked higher than negative image i − . In this way, reciprocal social influence can be well modeled and thus help promote the learning of user preferences. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• We take into account the reciprocity of social influence on both users and social friends, whereby better recommendation can be reached.
• We devise a deep neural model to realize the reciprocity of social influence for recommendations, and additionally incorporate the visual contents of images to boost the representation of both users and items.
• We conduct a series of experiments to verify the effectiveness of our approach on a real dataset. The experimental results show that our approach obtain better performance than other counterparts in ranking accuracy.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we provide a brief overview about related research in image recommendation and social recommender systems.
A. IMAGE RECOMMENDATION
Recently, deep learning techniques have been widely used to learn embedding representation of images, which are beneficial for downstream applications, such as recommendation, image classification, etc. For example, AlexNet [7] is a well-designed convolution neural networks (CNNs) to automatically extract features from images. The performance on image classification or recognition surpass hand-crafted features [9] - [11] , and even outperforms human beings [5] , [18] . The success of image feature extraction has also promoted the application of image-based recommendations. For example, Wang et al. [20] propose a deep ranking model to characterize the fine-grained image similarity based on training triplets in the form of (query image, positive image, negative image). Wang et al. [19] argue that two images are similar if they are in the same groups. Guntuku et al. [3] point out that image contents can reflect users' personality profile, and their semantic features can greatly help predict user preference. However, it merely focuses on the content of images (i.e., items) but ignores the importance of user information. VBPR [6] shows that integrating visual features into Bayesian Personalized Ranking [16] is beneficial for personalized image recommendation. The drawback of this approach is that image representation learning (from a pre-trained network) is separate from recommendation learning. In other words, the learned image representation may not be suitable for the task of image recommendation. Besides, images are often handled independently of social friends in existing recommendation models, which may cause sub-optimal performance. Lei et al. [8] propose an end-to-end deep framework CDL to jointly learn the features of images and preferences of users at the same time, which can be regarded as a classic BPR [16] implemented by neural networks. They utilize the preference relationship that a user prefers a rated item to an unrated one. The potential issue is that, an unrated item may be due to the fact that the user is not aware of rather than dislike. Hence, it may lead to misunderstanding of user preference towards certain images. The key factors to alleviate this problem is to leverage social connections to further explore users' potential interests, which will facilitate personal image ranking.
B. SOCIAL RANKING PREDICTION
User-based collaborative filtering estimates user preference for a given item by aggregating the preference of nearest neighboring users. The task of social recommendations aims to exploit social information to improve the ranking prediction of all the candidate items. For example, SoRec [13] designs a factor analysis approach by probabilistic matrix factorization that combines users' social network information and rating records to improve prediction accuracy. GBPR [15] is proposed as a general item recommendation based on a group of users other than a single user for implicit feedback collaborative filtering, where the original BPR assumption is enhanced by a set of users. SBPR [21] strengthens the preference relationships that an item rated by social friends (i.e., social item) will be preferred to the one rated by other users (i.e., negative item). There are also some social recommendation networks [12] built upon matrix decomposition which are devised to incorporate side information, e.g, social relationship, image content. For instance, NPR [1] , [14] further utilizes multiple contextual (i.e., user tag, image feature) information in social media platforms for personalized recommendation. The basic idea of SIDL [11] is to move the embeddings of positive images closer to those of social images in the light of user behaviors. In fact, only few works have considered image contents and social friends at the same time. In this paper, we propose a novel model to explicitly leverage social items and friend preference to improve recommendation performance. In particular, our model will jointly learn user representation and image features with the involvement of reciprocal social influence, indicating the novelty of our work.
III. OUR PROPOSED MODEL A. PROBLEM DEFINITION
For the ease of discussion, we first introduce a number of notations which will be used throughout this paper. Let D = {(u, i)|u ∈ U N , i ∈ I M } be a set of user-image interactions, where U and I denote the set of users and images respectively; N and M are the number of users and images. Let R u indicate the favorite image set for a given user u. Additionally, suppose a social network G(U , E) is constructed upon users U , where E denotes the social connections among users. Hence, a social connection e = (u, v) ∈ E indicates that users u and v are linked together with some social relation, i.e., social trust in our case with strength s uv . For each user u, we define C u = {v|(u, v) ∈ E} as a subset of all friends of user u in social networks. Specifically, we sample a number of friends from the social network G, and then optimize the distance between the users and all the related images. Most existing approaches opt to ignore negative feedback since users only annotated the images they like, i.e., only positive feedback available. However, it may lead to poor performance due to unbalanced training examples. In this paper, we generally recognize image i − (negative image) which is observed neither by users nor their social friends, and regard image i + v as a social image which is tagged by social friend v. To obtain better recommendation performance, we classify images into more fine-grained categories, which enables the model to learn more precise user preferences.
Therefore, the recommendation problem in this paper can be defined by: how to merge the image feature in R u , user tagging history and social interactions in C u seamlessly to better recommend images of interest to users.
B. OVERALL ARCHITECTURE
The overall architecture of our RSIM model is illustrated in Figure 2 , where two main components of RSIM are user network and image network, corresponding to learning the representation of users and images. In particular, user net is consist of four fully-connected layers which transform an input user embedding to a feature vector based on user tags. For image net, we adopt a well-known CNN network AlexNet [7] to learn image representation. It is composed of 5 convolution layers, 3 poling layers and 3 fully connected layers, the output of our CNN network is a 1024-dimension feature vector for each image. And the suggested parameter settings of AlexNet are directly used in our work. Besides, other advanced CNN networks could be used as well, it is beyond the discussion of this paper.
The workflow of RSIM is as follows. Firstly, we randomly select a user u and her social friend v from C u , where (u, v) ∈ E indicates their social connection and relationship. Generally, each user have a set of social friends. Then, we sample corresponding images
Therefore, composite training triplets are construed based on social connections in the form of (pos-social-neg triplet, social-pos-neg triplet). The former triple is composed of three images for user u: positive image, social image and negative image, namely
Similarly, the latter triplet includes three images for friend v: positive image, social image and negative image, namely (i + v , i + u , i − ). Finally, the user's image recommendation is generated as follows. We will calculate the distances between the active user (based on the learned embedding vectors) and each candidate image. Then, the top-N images with shortest distances will be chosen by applying a cross-entropy output layer (i.e., the loss function) as final recommendations. To elaborate our model, we will provide more details on the main components in the next section.
C. USER REPRESENTATION
In a typical image sharing application, each user can interact with images by tagging annotations or labels (denoted by tags). Instead of randomly initializing user embedding vector, we construct user's profile by making use of user's tags, which contain the semantic information of user's preference. As there is no constraint on the form of tags users can provide, we may encounter a challenge about tags: different tags have the same meaning, i.e., synonymous tags. To resolve that issue, we use word embedding approaches (e.g., word2vec 3 ) to generate an embedding label representation, which retain their semantic meanings. Specifically, the overall procedure includes the following steps.
1) Due to the large volume of free tags, we adopt a clustering algorithm (i.e., K-means) to reduce the size of available tag categories. Our model focuses on improving the accuracy of recommendations through effective social information, for the sake of fair comparison, we simply adopt the same feature 1024 dimensions with [8] . 2) Represent each user by a 1024-dimension vector of tag categories, where each entry represents the number of tags belonging to the corresponding tag category. Hence, a large entry value means that the user prefers the category to a great extent. It is shown that a user gives only a small portion of all tags, indicating her preference towards a few types of images. With the above procedure, we are able to form an initial representation for a given user. Then, it is fed into a neural network with four fully-connected layers to gain a non-linear transformation. Specifically, the size of the four layers is 1024, 2048, 4096 and 1024, respectively (see the UserNet in Figure 2 ). After user networks, we will get a better representation of the given user, denoted by (u).
D. SOCIAL TRUST
Generally, one user probably become friends with likeminded others in a social network, which can indicate their share similar interests to some extent. Formally, a user u may have a set of social friends C u . In this paper, we compute the degree of common interest as user similarity, defined by the Jaccard index:
where G(u) is the set of interest groups user u joined, and thus the user similarity w u,v indicates the overlapping interest groups shared by the two users. Therefore, social trust can be obtained by normalizing over all the weights of users' friends with a softmax function, given by:
where exp(·) denotes the natural exponential function, s u,v represents the user u' social trust for user v. 3 https://code.google.com/p/word2vec/
E. RECIPROCAL SOCIAL INFLUENCE
Our model focuses on utilizing reciprocal social feedback to refine user profiling. As depicted in Figure 2 , the nodes denoted with symbol u represent an active user, and the leaf nodes represents the images tagged by users. The edge indicates both of users have similar interesting topics, e.g. sunset, trees. The wights s · denotes social trust, reflecting the closeness between two connected users. The goal of RSIM is to optimize a pair of users preference simultaneously by sharing images. The basic assumption is that the distance between a user and her positive images will be smaller than that between the user and social images. Meanwhile, the distance between a user and positive or social images is also smaller than that of between the user and negative images.
In particular, the objective function of our model can be formulated as follows.
where J u (.) and J v (.) represent the loss function between user u (or user v) and three types of images, which is defined as Eq 4; denotes the parameters of our proposed model; λ controls the strength of the L 2 -regularization term || || 2 in the overall loss. Note that negative image i − ∈ R/(C u ∪ C v ) is shared by both users u and v. The loss functions are formulated as follows.
where σ (x) = 1 1+e −x is the logistic sigmoid function. L(.) denotes the Hinge loss function to optimize the relative distance between images and the given user, and its formulation is given by Eq 5. Furthermore, we define social trust s · ∈ (0, 1) as the trade-off parameters to balance the difference between social feedback and positive feedback.
, (i − )) (5) where (·) and (·) denote the user and image mapping network, which map the user preference and image features into the same semantic space, respectively. We adopt Euclidean Distance, 4 namely D(·, ·) to calculate their relative distance.
F. MODEL TRAINING
Algorithm 1 summarizes the training process of our RSIM model. We use symbol to denote the parameters of our model. Specifically, the input of our model is composed Compute overall loss J (D| ) according to Eq. 3;
14
Compute gradient and update network parameter ; 15 end 16 Return of R, E, containing the interactions between users and images, and interactions between users and social friends respectively. The first step is to draw an training example from the dataset (lines 3-7), where i + u is a positive image, i + v is a social image (and a positive image for user v) and i − is a co-negative image for user u and friend v. Image and user representation (i.e., the embedding vectors) can be learned simultaneously (lines 8-9). Then, the relative distance between user (friend) and images are calculated (lines 10-11). Lastly, all the parameters can be updated by the back propagation method with stochastic gradient descent approach (lines 12-13). The whole process will be repeatedly executed until the loss of our objective function reaches convergence (line 2). In order to optimize the objective value, we adopt the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) learner to train our model. Thus, the following formulation is the rule of updating model parameter , given by:
where η is the learning rate of the SGD optimizer.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we mainly aim to investigate whether our proposed RSIM model can obtain satisfying performance in comparison with other counterparts for top-N image recommendation. Specifically, our experiments are constructed to address the following research questions:
• How does our approach perform in comparison with other state-of-the-art image recommendation models ?
• How does the use of social information alter recommendation accuracy ?
• How does different number of social connections affect the performance of our RSIM model ?
Since there is no appropriate dataset publicly available, we had to crawl required information (including users, images, social friends and groups, tags from some hot categories in the Flickr website). In total, the crawled dataset contains 9,224 users, 393,440 images, 19,722,000 tags and 149,766 groups. For each user, we randomly select 40 favorite images and divide them into a training part and a test part each of which includes 20 images. We exclude these users who have interacted with less than 40 images or over 200 images. Similarly, only the users who have interested in image categories between 80 clusters and 280 clusters will be adopted for testing.
2) COMPARISON MODELS
To illustrate the superiority of our model, we compare our approach with the following methods for the task of image recommendation.
• CDL is proposed by Lei et al. [8] . It is basically a Bayesian personalized ranking (BPR) model implemented by a multi-layered neural network.
• SBPR is proposed by Zhao et al. [21] . This model is based on a social-enhanced preference relationship that a user prefers a positive image to a social image and eventually to a negative image.
• SCDL is an extension of CDL with social image features similar to [21] , which also assumes that the user prefers a positive image to a social image, both of which are superior to negative images. It ignores the reciprocity of social information.
• RSIM is our social deep neural network model that exploits the influence of reciprocal social relationship.
Four well-known evaluation metrics are used to measure the ranking performance of all comparison models, namely precision and recall (denoted by Pre@N, Rec@N and the cutoff N is chosen in {5, 10}), mean average precision (MAP) and area under the ROC curve (AUC). They are defined as follows. where U is the set of users in the test set, I u is the set of tagged images (i.e., the ground truth) and R N (u) is the recommendation list for user u. I + u and I − u denotes the positive and negative images in the test set respectively. In general, the higher values of the four measurements, the better performance a recommendation model achieves.
3) PARAMETER SETTINGS
We implement the RSIM model by the open-source deep learning framework Tensorflow. 5 Firstly, we resize images into 256 × 256 before feeding them into RSIM. Then, we tune the value of learning rate from 0.001 to 0.1 with small steps. The batch-size and regularization are set to [128, 256, 512] and [0.001, 0.01, 0.1] respectively, and the dimension of image feature vector is set to [256, 512, 1024, 2048, 4096] . As a result, we find that the best performance can be obtained when setting learning rate to 0.01, batch-size to 256 and feature dimension to 1024. We adopt batch-normalization to avoid over-fitting in the fully connected layers of CNN as well as the user network. Note that both RSIM and other benchmark methods use the same initialization method He-Normal. For the baseline models, the parameter settings are taken as suggested by the original paper if not specified. All the experiments were executed on a single NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080Ti graphics card with 11GB graphical memory.
B. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
The ranking performance of all comparison methods is presented in Table 1 . The results show that our RSIM model achieves superior performance over the other models. Specifically, the CDL produces the undesirable performance, reflecting the limitations of only considering the information of users and images. It is observed that the performance of SCDL consistently improves 10% comparing to CDL. It illustrates the relaxed assumption that users are more likely to prefer the items selected by their friends to others. The results also show that the performance of SCDL is better than SBPR in most cases, which demonstrates the strength of leveraging visual features. Lastly, we conclude that the RSIM model is superior to all the baselines by combining the advantage of both reciprocal social influence and content-based methods.
C. EFFECT OF DIFFERENT SOCIAL CONNECTIONS
In addition, We assume |V u | is a friend set of user u, which is randomly sampled from C u . The size of V u is a pre-defined 5 https://github.com/tensorflow hyper-parameter, which is set to 1 by default. In this section, we will investigate whether different |V u | affects the accuracy of image recommendations. Table 2 presents the results when tuning the size of |V u | from 1 to 5. To be specific, as the size of |V u | range from 1 to 3, the performance of our model will slightly increase accordingly. The growth trend is gradually slowing down when the number of social pairs changes from 3 to 5 (e.g., from 3.22% to 0.75% according to Precision@5). As a conclusion, it is sufficient for better recommendation performance to set |V u | in a small range, which will also reduce the training cost in the meanwhile.
D. EFFECT OF IMAGE EMBEDDING DIMENSIONS
The number of image feature dimensions (in our RSIM model) has direct impact on the overall recommendation performance. In this section, we conduct a series of experiments to find the optimum dimension setting (denoted by symbol K ) by tuning its value from 128 to 4096 exponentially stepping by 2 n , where n is the number of steps. The results are illustrated in Figure 3 , and we use Pre@5, Rec@5, MAP, and AUC for performance evaluation. According to the experimental results, we observe that recommendation performance increases along with the increment of the parameter K , but then decreases when K is greater than 256. Therefore, the best setting of parameter K is 256 in terms of all four metrics in our dataset.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we explored the ways to better utilize social relationships for personalized image recommendations.
We designed a deep neural network called RSIM to exploit the reciprocal social influence for recommendations. In this way, both users and images can be better represented with the incorporation of image contents and user tags through a unified deep network. Specifically, we modeled the preference of users and like-minded friends at the same time via sharing images, whereby a better ranking list of images can be generated. A series of experiments on a dataset crawled from the Flickr application had been conducted and shown that better performance can be obtained over other counterparts. For future work, we are interested in exploring the influence of other social relationships (e.g., membership) on recommendation performance.
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